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We study the scaling behavior of the characteristic length of precursor magnetic nanostructures above the
Curie temperature with the correlation length of quenched-in disorder. We found that the modulation length of

the nanostructures � follows the scaling law ���D̄, where D̄ is the average size of the magnetized regions in

the material. The scaling behavior of the average size of these regions, D̄, with the correlation length of the

disorder, �, depends on the properties of the disorder. For Gaussian disorder, we find that D̄ scales with the

disorder correlation length as D̄��a/2, where a is the exponent of the leading term of the pair correlation
function of the disorder in the limit r→0, ��r����1− �1/a��r /��a�. These results are quite general and
applicable to other systems, e.g., ferroelectric precursors, independent of the nature of the long-range dipolar
forces.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Self-organized nanostructures are of considerable interest
because of their potential importance in engineering func-
tional materials.1 A peculiar situation is that of modulated
nanoscale textures which originate as precursors to phase
transitions in multiferroic materials. Such textures have been
revealed by high-resolution imaging techniques well above
the phase transition.2 This type of precursor3 was first ob-
served in the case of ferroelastic structural transitions with
modulations in strain. The corresponding pattern exhibits an-
isotropic cross-hatched correlations that in real-space strain-
contrast images resemble the tweed textile.4 More recently,5

precursor structures with modulations in the magnetization
giving rise to stripelike patterns have been observed in the
Co0.38Ni0.33Al0.29 magnetic alloy above the Curie point. This
led to the suggestion6 that the tweed concept is not just struc-
tural but applicable to a much broader class of materials with
modulations in other physical variables �strain, magnetiza-
tion, polarization�. In addition, it was shown6,7 that the origin
of tweed lies in very general requirements, likely to be sat-
isfied in quite different systems undergoing phase transitions.
In short, the tweedlike modulations occurring above a phase
transition are the natural global response of anisotropic long-
range dipolar forces �elastic, magnetic, electric� to local per-
turbations arising from quenched-in disorder coupling to the
order parameter �strain, magnetization, polarization�.

The natural source for disorder in �magnetic� alloys is
statistical compositional fluctuations that are quenched in
during the alloying process. Thus, the alloy composition is
an inhomogeneous quantity that is spatially correlated in or-
der to avoid drastic variations from one point to another. In
general one does not expect such correlations to be long
ranged. Nevertheless, the spatial inhomogeneities might in-
duce long-range interactions �e.g., elastic� that mediate the
correlations.

Here we shall give special attention to precursor modula-
tions in magnetic alloys. The modulations in the magnetiza-
tion above the Curie point5 occur at a scale �100 nm and as

mentioned above the pattern is stripelike with stripes being
either vertical or horizontal due to magnetic anisotropy. In a
previous work,7 we demonstrated that the intermediate
tweedlike regime does exist and corresponds to a paramag-
netic textured phase with modulations occurring at a length
scale smaller than the magnetic domains observed below the
Curie point. In the dipolar �or ferromagnetic� phase, the size
of the stripes �i.e., the modulation �� follows the standard8

scaling law given by ���L, where L denotes the crystal
size. In the �intermediate� precursor phase the modulations of
the magnetization are localized in certain regions of the ma-
terial of size D�L. Then the modulation length � inside
these regions should depend on D, which in turn depends on
the correlation length of the disorder, �. In the present paper
we use Gaussian disorder and study the scaling behavior of
both D and � for different functional forms of the pair cor-
relation function of the disorder ��r�.

We shall first focus on the fundamental aspects of the
problem and later discuss potential practical implications.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we
present a model for a two-dimensional paramagnetic to fer-
romagnetic transition with magnetic tweed present above the
Curie temperature in the presence of quenched-in disorder
and long-range magnetic dipolar interaction. Section III con-
tains the numerical results obtained for the scaling behavior
with � of both the size of the magnetized regions, D, and the
stripe modulation length �. This is done for different
�stretched� exponential ��r� functions. In Sec. IV we focus
on the statistical properties of the disorder itself and provide
a theoretical analysis to link such results to the problem of
interest here. In the next section �Sec. V� we also discuss the
scaling behavior of the stripe modulation length in the dipo-
lar and paramagnetic textured phases. Finally, in Sec. VI, we
summarize our main findings and discuss their relevance in
the context of engineering nanoscale functional materials.
Some technical details pertinent to the pair correlation func-
tion ��r� are relegated to Appendixes A and B.
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II. THE MODEL

The model we use is based on a mesoscopic Ginzburg-
Landau description in two dimensions, extended to account
for anisotropic long-range interactions necessary to produce
large-scale effects in response to local perturbations �e.g.,
quenched disorder, inhomogeneities�. The model has been
discussed in detail previously.7 Here we summarize only
briefly, recalling the key aspects relevant for the present
study.

The magnetic free energy is the summation of three dif-
ferent contributions,

F = FL + Fgrad + Fdip, �1�

where the Landau free energy FL is a double-well potential
in the magnetization, usual for continuous phase transitions:

FL =� 	A�T − Tc
0�r��m2�r� + Bm4�r� + fA�m�
dr . �2�

Here fA�m� is the magnetocrystalline anisotropy. Motivated
by the experiments,5 this term is taken to be uniaxial. Addi-
tionally, this choice is particularly convenient for computer
simulations since it avoids competition between the two
types of stripes possible in a square lattice. The statistical
quenched-in disorder is introduced through a local coupling
to the magnetization in the harmonic term. It has an effect on
the transition temperature9 Tc

0�r�=Tc
0+��r�, which now lo-

cally fluctuates in space around Tc
0. Here ��r� is a Gaussian

disorder10 with zero mean and pair correlation function ��r�.
The Ginzburg term Fgrad is the �short-range� gradient term
that induces multiscale competition and has the following
expression:

Fgrad = �grad� dr �
i,k=x,y

� �mi�r�
�rk

2

. �3�

Finally, Fdip is the two-dimensional long-range dipolar mag-
netic interaction that in the reciprocal space can be written6,7

as follows:

Fdip = 2	3g� dk
1

k2 	�kx
2 − ky

2��mx�k�mx�− k� − my�k�


my�− k�� + 2kxky�mx�k�my�− k� + my�k�mx�− k��
 .

�4�

The conjunction of these three terms, given by Eqs.
�2�–�4�, produces a global response in terms of stripelike
patterns both above and below the transition temperature.

III. STRIPE MODULATION LENGTH BEHAVIOR:
NUMERICAL RESULTS

In a previous paper7 we showed that the precursor �tweed-
like� phase corresponds to a paramagnetic textured phase. In
other words, the averaged solution �over many disorder con-
figurations� of the model in Sec. II keeps the symmetry of
the high-temperature phase. Moreover, its characteristic
stripe modulation length � is smaller than in the �ferromag-
netic� dipolar phase. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 from the
modulation length distribution obtained at different tempera-
tures �in reduced units� above and below the Curie point
�Tc�1.157�. The low-temperature peak �upper part� results
from the modulation of the dipolar phase whereas the high-
temperature peak �lower part� is related to the magnetic pre-
cursor modulation inside each region of width D. The size
distribution abruptly changes at the Curie point and therefore
the two modulated phases are clearly differentiated.

FIG. 1. Stripe modulation length distribution
at different temperatures �Tc=1.157�. The phase
transition from the dipolar to the paramagnetic
textured phase is revealed in the scaling behavior,
which changes from ���L below the Curie tem-
perature to ���D in the precursor phase above
the Curie temperature. The panels on the left de-
pict the representative magnetization patterns in
the two cases.
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As follows from a competition between the surface and
the bulk energies, here we shall corroborate that the scaling
behavior changes from the standard8 ���L in the dipolar
phase to ���D in the precursor phase.

It was suggested7,11 that in the precursor phase � should
depend on the disorder correlation length �. Other a priori
physically relevant lengths are the width of the domain walls
�W�, and the size of the system �L�. From Fig. 1 one observes
that the size of the magnetized regions �D� is such that W
�D�L. Consequently, we expect that in this regime �
should scale with D, which in turn should depend on �.
From this perspective, we have performed numerical simu-
lations and have checked that in the precursor phase � does
not depend on L, but it is sensitive to � and exhibits a clear
scaling behavior ���n with scaling exponent n, which de-
pends on the pair correlation function of the disorder. We
have taken the following functional form for the pair corre-
lation function:12

��r� = � exp�−
1

a
� r

�
a� , �5�

where � is the strength of the disorder in reduced units and �
is the corresponding correlation length. Numerical
calculations13 have been performed on a simulation cell of
size l�L chosen to depend linearly on � as l=12.5�. More-
over, we have checked that the size of the mesh is suffi-
ciently small in the sense that the numerical results do not
depend on the discretization parameter. Calculations have
been performed for three different values of the exponent a
=2, 1, and 1/2, and the averages have been taken over dif-
ferent realizations of the quenched-in disorder, the number
ranging from 10 to 45, depending on l. As we already men-
tioned above, � does not depend on the system size �L�. L is
a physically relevant length scale of the problem and should
not be confused with the size of the simulation cell, l, which
is not a physical length, but it is one of the parameters of the
simulation. It is introduced for computational purposes, and
is at the origin of any finite-size effects arising in the present
simulations. We shall return to this point later.

In Fig. 2�a�, we show the behavior of the average size of

the magnetized regions, D̄���D2�, with the correlation
length of the disorder, �. In Fig. 2�b�, we have plotted the
behavior of the stripe modulation length � �inside the mag-
netized regions� with �. Both lengths exhibit a power-law

behavior; namely, D̄��m and ���n with fitted exponents m
and n summarized in Table I and the behavior shown with
dashed lines in Fig. 2. The error bars have been estimated
from the standard deviation of the distribution of values ob-
tained by sampling over different subsets from the whole set
of configurations. The results seem to be consistent with the

scaling relations D̄��a/2 and ���a/4, denoted by solid lines
in Fig. 2. In the last column of Table I we have included the

exponent � for the scaling relation �� D̄�, obtained as �

=n /m. It naturally follows that ���D̄, in complete analogy
with the scaling behavior ���L operative below the Curie
point.

In the next section we shall provide theoretical evidence

supporting the scaling relation D̄��a/2. Systematic devia-
tions from the relationship m=2n=a /2 may be attributed to
the size of the simulation cell, l, as well as to a coupling to
the width of the domain walls, W, for small values of �. We
recall that the simulation cell has been taken to be of variable
size according to l=12.5�. This was done in order to mini-

mize finite-size effects on the � dependence of both D̄ and �.
By looking at results in Table I, one observes that for a=2
and a=1/2, the deviation of the scaling exponent is about
20–25 %, whereas for a=1 it is less than 10%. Again, we
suggest that this is related to finite-size effects �for a=2� and

to interference of D̄ �or �� with W �for a=1/2�.
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FIG. 2. Log-log plot showing the scaling dependence on the
disorder correlation length � of �a� the mean size of the magnetized

regions D̄���D2� and �b� the magnetic stripe modulation length �,
obtained from the position of the peak of the stripe modulation
length distribution. In both cases, the scaling behavior has been
obtained for three different values of a=2 �circles�, 1 �triangles�,
and 1/2 �squares�. Power-law fits are shown as dashed lines,

whereas solid lines correspond to the reference behavior D̄��a/2

and ���a/4.

TABLE I. Scaling exponents obtained from a power-law fit to
the numerical data �see text�.

a m n �=n /m

2 0.74±0.08 0.40±0.02 0.54

1 0.46±0.04 0.25±0.02 0.54

1/2 0.20±0.02 0.10±0.02 0.50
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IV. SPATIALLY CORRELATED DISORDER: SCALING
BEHAVIOR

In the precursor phase, the most likely regions to be mag-
netized are those where the local transition temperature
�Tc�r�� is above the actual temperature T. Consequently, the
statistical properties of the magnetized regions D are
strongly related to the properties of the underlying static dis-
order. With this in mind, we proceed by investigating the
properties of the disorder itself. To this end, we define a
discrete local variable ��r��sgn�Tc�r�−T� where9 Tc�r�
=Tc+��r� is a �continuous� Gaussian disorder distributed
around Tc. The two values of ��r� denote local transition
temperatures above or below T. In the left column of Fig. 3
we have depicted in black the regions where ��r�= +1, for
two generic types of pair correlation function; namely, the
�stretched� exponential12 �Eq. �5�� and the power law, defined
as

��r� =
�

�1 + �1/2��r/��a�2/a . �6�

Again, � is the strength of the disorder in reduced units and
� is the corresponding correlation length. Figures 3�a�–3�c�
correspond to the same �stretched� exponential correlation
functions used in the previous section �see Fig. 2� with a
=2, 1, and 1/2, respectively. It becomes clear that the expo-
nent a controls the degree of clustering of the regions where
��r�= +1, ranging from compact regions for a=2 to highly
dispersed regions for a=1/2. In the last case Fig. 3�d� ��r� is
of the power-law type with a=1. In all cases the value of the
correlation length is the same ��=200�. We notice that in
order to reveal differences arising from ��r� only, the disor-
der in all cases shown in Fig. 3 has been generated using the
same sequence of random numbers. For this reason, although
the degree of clustering of the regions where ��r�= +1 is
different from one snapshot to another, the spatial distribu-
tion of these regions is similar in all cases. Simultaneously,
and for illustration purposes only, in the right column we
show the corresponding magnetization patterns obtained af-
ter minimization of the total free energy �Eq. �1��, when con-
sidering the coupling of the disorder to the magnetization in
Eq. �2�. Notice that the snapshots in the left column reflect
the underlying disorder map responsible for the response in
terms of precursor modulated patterns shown in the right
column. In spite of the differences observed in the shapes
and sizes �and the degree of clustering� of the regions where
��r�= +1, the self-organized structures appear to be very ro-
bust with regard to the details of the pair correlation func-
tion. This is an important signature that the global response
of the magnetic system is governed by the long-range inter-
action.

Let us denote by �� the mean size of regions where
��r�= +1 and study the corresponding scaling behavior with
the correlation length of the disorder, �. Notice that both ��
and � are properties of the disorder only. We denote by
���r�= ���r����r�+r�� the pair correlation function of the
discrete variable ��r�. It is possible to show that �� is re-
lated to the derivative of ���r� around r→0. This is detailed
in Appendix A and we get

�� = − 2
1 + ���

�d���r�
dr

�
r→0

. �7�

Moreover, the discrete pair correlation function ���r� can be
related to its continuous counterpart ��r� in the case14 of
���=0 �see Appendix B for details�,

���r� =
2

	
arcsin���r�

�
 . �8�

Recall that ��r� is the pair correlation function of the con-
tinuous variable ��r�, which describes the statistical distri-
bution of local transition temperatures. By expanding ��r�
around r=0, one obtains15 that ��r����1− �1/a��r /��a� and
its derivative

a)

b)

c)

d)

FIG. 3. Left column: Regions where ��r�= +1 �in black� for the
stretched exponential ��r� with �a� a=2, �b� 1 �usual exponential�,
and �c� 1/2, and �d� for the power-law ��r� with a=1. All cases
shown correspond to a single realization of the disorder generated
with the same sequence of random numbers. Right column: Corre-
sponding magnetization patterns obtained after minimization of the
total free energy.
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�d��r�
dr

�
r→0

� −
�

�
� r

�
a−1

. �9�

Then, differentiating both sides of Eq. �8�, we get

d���r�
dr

=
2

	

1
��2 − �2�r�

d��r�
dr

, �10�

and introducing �9� into �10�, it reads

�d���r�
dr

�
r→0

� −
�2a

	�
� r

�
a/2−1

. �11�

Finally, using the expression for �� in �7� with ���=0, we
obtain that

�� � 	��2

a
� r

�
1−a/2

. �12�

For a=2, ����. In any other case �a�2�, ��→0 as r
→0. Nevertheless, if the space is discretized there is a mini-
mum size of  which corresponds to the size of the mesh, �.
In such a case, we obtain

�� = −
2�

����� − 1
� 	��a

2
��

�
1−a/2

, �13�

and we might write

�� � �1−a/2�a/2 � �a/2. �14�

To check the expression above, we have performed exten-
sive calculations for different values of � and using different
functional forms for ��r�; namely, �stretched� exponential
�Eq. �5�� and power law �Eq. �6��, both defined previously,
and a polynomial. The last one is defined as

��r� = ���1 −
1

4a
� r

�
a�4

, r � �4a�1/a� ,

0, r � �4a�1/a� .
� �15�

The results are shown in a log-log plot in Fig. 4. For all cases
considered, we obtain that ����a/2 with high accuracy, in
agreement with the theoretical results given above. More-

over, we notice that the numerical results correspond to T
=1.165�Tc, extending the validity of Eq. �14� to ����0.

We now return to our magnetic problem. In Sec. III we
obtained numerically that the scaling behavior of the mean

size of the magnetized regions is consistent with D̄��a/2.
Then, it follows that there should be a linear relation between

�� and D̄,

D̄ � �� � �a/2. �16�

The largest discrepancy between the numerical results and

the scaling laws given in Eq. �16� lies in the relation D̄
��a/2 �see Table I�, which arises from the assumption of a

linear relation between D̄ and ��. As discussed in Sec. III,
this deviation is attributed to finite-size effects and to cou-
pling to W. In any case, we remark that both effects are

similar on either D̄��m or ���n, so that the relation �

��D̄ is satisfied in all cases with very good accuracy.

V. MODULATION LENGTH: SCALING BEHAVIOR

From the analysis of the results presented in the previous
sections it follows that above the Curie point, in the precur-
sor phase, the relevant length for the scaling behavior of the
modulation length � is the disorder correlation length �
�W, where W is the width of the domain walls. In this
intermediate regime the modulation � occurs inside a mag-

netized region of size D so that W����� D̄�L and �

��D̄��n. The scaling exponent n depends on the leading
term of the pair correlation function ��r�r→0�ra. We find
that n=a /4.

As the temperature decreases toward Tc, the size of the
magnetized regions D increases and the magnetization pat-

tern collapses at T=Tc. From that point, �� D̄�L and then
it follows that ���L. We notice that in both regimes �see the
representative patterns in the left column of Fig. 1� the scal-
ing dependence of the stripe modulation depends on the av-
erage size of the magnetized regions �“modulated droplets”�.
This behavior is dictated by thermodynamic arguments, i.e.,
a balance between the long-range dipolar interaction and the
short-range domain wall energy.8 We also notice that our
numerical results are not based on the scaling relation �

��D̄ but they are fully consistent with it.

VI. CONCLUSION

Magnetic tweed refers to modulations in the magnetiza-
tion above the Curie temperature. In a magnetic alloy such as
Co0.38Ni0.33Al0.29 it is caused by intrinsic statistical composi-
tional fluctuations �or static disorder�, which lead to a local
Curie temperature that fluctuates from one point to another.
We have systematically studied the scaling behavior of the

mean size of the magnetized regions, D̄, and the stripe modu-
lation length � as a function of the form of the disorder
correlation function ��r� and disorder correlation length � in
magnetic alloys5 exhibiting the precursor phenomenon above
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FIG. 4. Log-log plot showing the average size of the regions
��, where ��r�= +1, as a function of the disorder correlation length
� �in reduced units�. The results correspond to an average over 200
configurations of disorder.
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the Curie temperature. We found that D̄��m and ���m/2,
where the exponent m depends only on the exponent a of the
leading term in ��r� as r→0 but not on the specific func-
tional form of ��r�. Deviations from the relationship m
=a /2 are attributed to interference with other lengths in the
problem, namely, the domain wall width W and the simula-
tion cell size l. Although l is not a physical length, all the
results are affected by finite-size effects �especially for large

D̄� due to the impossibility of simulating the whole system
�of size L�, which from a practical point of view is infinite.

There are interesting implications of our results. In par-
ticular, they are important in controlling the length scale of
self-organized modulated structures. Alternatively, it appears
possible to engineer nanoscale magnetic functionalities in a
material. One can envision a specific nanoscale disorder pat-
terning of a magnetic alloy by controllably implanting impu-
rities with a given � of the disorder. Conversely, by measur-
ing the size distribution of the magnetized regions or the
stripe modulation lengths �see the right panel of Fig. 3�, it
may be possible to infer the disorder correlation length �. In
addition, the model is quite general and applicable to both
polar as well as ferroelectric tweed.16 The former is the ana-
log of the magnetic tweed discussed here, whereas the latter
is analogous to magnetoelastic tweed. Indeed, it would be
desirable to study the scaling properties of the magnetoelas-
tic tweed17 observed in Co2NiGa, Ni2FeGa, and Ni2MnGa
alloys. Recent imaging studies of magnetoelastic tweed ex-
hibit its coupling to the structural tweed and its contrast is
found to be orientation dependent.18
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APPENDIX A

In this appendix we derive an analytical expression for the
mean size of the regions where ��r�= +1 as a function of the
mean value of the disorder ��r�= ±1, and its corresponding
pair correlation function ���r�= ���r����r�+r��, which is as-
sumed to be isotropic.

Let us define P�r� as the probability that ��r�+r�= +1 on
the condition that ��r��= +1. The conditional probability
P�r� is related to the pair correlation function of the disorder
��r�, that is, ���r�, by the following expression:

P�r� = 1 −
1

2

1 − ���r�
1 + ���

. �A1�

If ��r��= +1 and the size �along the r direction� of the region
that contains r� is �r, the probability that ��r�+r�= +1
can be approximated by �−r� /, that is, the probability that
the distance between r� and the edge of the region of size ,

where r� is included, is larger than r. This is an approxima-
tion that will be valid only for small values of r, since we are
neglecting the probability when r� and r belong to different
regions of �= +1.

Next, we define ��� as the probability density of the size
of the regions where ��r�= +1. The probability density that
the position r� belongs to a region of size  is therefore,

��� =
���

�
0

�

���d

=
���

��
. �A2�

Thus, the probability that ��r�+r�= +1 on the condition that
��r��= +1, that is, P�r�, can be approximated by

P�r� � �
r

�

���� − r


d =

1

���r

�

���� − r�d .

�A3�

Differentiating the conditional probability, for r→0 we
obtain

�dP�r�
dr

�
r→0

� −
1

���0

�

���d = −
1

��
. �A4�

Therefore, in terms of the pair correlation function ���r�,
the mean size of the regions where ��r�= +1 can be written
as

�� = − 2
1 + ���

�d���r�
dr

�
r→0

. �A5�

If the space is discretized into a mesh of size �, the same
arguments hold, and we get

�� = − 2
1 + ���

����� − 1
� . �A6�

APPENDIX B

In this appendix we obtain the relationship between the
pair correlation function of the discrete variable ��r� at T
=Tc, denoted by ���r�, and ��r� corresponding to the con-
tinuous variable ��r�.

The N-point probability density of the Gaussian disorder
is a known Gaussian function.19 In particular, the two-point
probability density of the Gaussian disorder with zero mean
and isotropic pair correlation function ��r� is

��t,t�,r� =
1

2	��2 − �2�r�
exp�−

1

2

�

�2 − �2�r�
�t2 + t�2�

+
��r�

�2 − �2�r�
tt� , �B1�

where �=��0� is the strength of the disorder.
At T=Tc, ��r�=sgn���r��, and the pair correlation func-

tion ���r� can be written as
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���r� = ���r����r� + r�� = �
0

�

dt�
0

�

dt���t,t�,r� − �
0

�

dt�
−�

0

dt���t,t�,r� − �
−�

0

dt�
0

�

dt���t,t�,r� + �
−�

0

dt�
−�

0

dt���t,t�,r� ,

�B2�

which leads to

���r� =
2

	
arctan� ��r�

��2 − �2�r�
 =

2

	
arcsin���r�

�
 . �B3�
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